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Introduction
A land of dust and desert and blood. Known for war, for the resources and for how the other lands
now fight over it or within it. But there was once a time when this land was the source of it all. The
source of heroes and monsters, of myth and legend, of both the great men that shine in the light and
the little monsters that skulk in the dark.

The Middle East has much to offer in the times of myth, much of which you will come to see.

This time, you will find yourself in one of the places and times of Middle Eastern myths, covering
over four thousand years of history. From the tales of the King of Heroes Gilgamesh and his friend
Enkidu as they battle against the beasts of the gods to the times of Religion and Saints, when the
faiths of Christians, Jews and Muslims where birthed and grew strong. Kings and Queens reign and
fall, the order of assassins is born and entire civilisations are lost to the dusts of time.

You will spend a decade, or perhaps far more, in one of these lands and times. Far more dangerous
than the modern era of this world but in many ways, far more open to new heroes and chances for
rewards. You’ll have 1000 Choice Points (CP) to spend to assist your time here.



Locations
Choose your starting place/time from the following selections.

Sumer- 2800BCE
The beginning of it all, the cradle of human civilization in many regards. Sumeria is the land in which
the King Gilgamesh made his name, becoming the first true Hero of the world and changing the
course of all mankind when he refused to continue the enslavement of mankind and rejected the
Gods. He and his friend Enkidu would have many adventures, bringing their great city of Uruk to the
highest level of prominence, but they would eventually face tragedy for their battles against the
Gods. This is the oldest time, where the Gods are still very much present in the world, and a human
may not be much weaker than a magical beast. You will begin a few years before Enkdiu first meets
Gilgamesh.

Egypt- 2200BCE/1310BCE/80BCE
The land of the Pharaohs, those great kings and queens who controlled the many dynasties of one of
the longest living civilizations in history. Some pharaohs have been mighty rulers that have few
equals, such as the legendary Ramesses II, and some have struggled to maintain their position
against the influence of those outside Egypt, like the much more recent Cleopatra. The land of Egypt
is a dangerous place and has remained so for thousands of years, these shifting sands hiding many
dangers that have not yet been buried. You may begin at the start of the reigns of either Nitocris
around 2200BCE, Ramesses II at around 1310BCE or Cleopatra at around 80BCE.

Israel- 1000BCE/940BCE
The land where the kings of biblical yore have ruled for many years. The great wise men that
controlled Israel and acted as voices for their Lord. King David became legendary for both his
wisdom in ruling and his lack of wisdom in his personal life, while Solomon would make a far, far
deeper impact on this world, from the establishment of the Magecraft System to what his own
creations would go on to do. This is a holy land and particularly affected and watched by a certain
Divine Spirit. You may begin at the start of either David’s rule in 1000BE or Solomon’s rule at around
940BCE.

Ethiopia- 940BCE
A land much further south than many present here, one many might not call part of the Middle East
at all. Indeed, Ethiopia is part of Africa but is included here for the significant role that one of it’s
mythical rulers played in the life of Solomon. The Queen of Sheba was the wife, perhaps one of
several, of the King of Magic and quite the sorceress herself. Details on the rest of this land seem
unclear however. You may begin in this land at 940BCE.

Assyria- 840BCE
Sumeria did not remain forever. It changed over time, splitting and reforming into several different
lands. One such land is the country of Assyria, in this time ruled by the infamous Queen Semiramis, a
woman ruler in a time where such a thing is nearly unheard of. Despite her unconventional position,
and the rumoured ways she got it, Semiramis becomes quite the exceptional ruler even with the
country she rules being so chaotic at the time. You may begin at 840BCE, around the time that
Semiramis first takes over the throne.



Persia- 370BCE
The great empire of Persia, under the rule of one of it’s most notable kings, Darius III. A place of
great wealth and powerful armies, it was this land and king who clashed against Alexander the Great
during that legendary general’s attempt to conquer all the known world. Your time here should you
choose this location will be in 370BCE, during the reign of Darius himself.

Israel- 10CE/270CE
A time that is certain to be well known. The years when the saints began to appear in great number,
particularly around the changeover time. Israel at the beginning of the Common Era, when the
Messiah named Jesus Christ was travelling and spreading the word. It is here that heroines like Saint
Martha had their beginnings and within this time that men like Saint George would have their roots
laid. You may begin here in 10CE, roughly, and may find yourself encountering a young Messiah
travelling through this land. Or you may choose to begin in 270CE, when Saint George would make
his legend against the dragon and eventually travel to Israel.

Iran- 700CE/900CE/1090-1275CE
Great Iran, the sizeable neighbour to much of the east of this area. There are many stories in this
land to choose from. Scheherazade, the mythical storyteller of the One Thousand and One Nights,
lived in terror during the general period of 700CE, while the great archer Arash liberated his nation
from invaders in a great war during 900CE, eventually at the cost of his life a few years later. The
Hashashin, legendary assassin brotherhood, was first formed in 1090CE and would continue to
operate all the way until 1275CE. You may choose to begin at the beginnings of Scheherazade or
Arash’s journeys or begin at any point from 1090CE to 1265CE alongside the Hashashin organisation
as it goes through it’s creation or the changeover of leadership.

Optionally, you may choose to stay for longer than ten years. Whatever point you start at, you may
choose to stay all the way until 1275CE or at any point before that year. If you choose to do this, you
will always be inevitably drawn back to the Middle East, via one of countless methods or reasons, to
be part of the major events and stories that go on here, at the very least being here to witness the
presence and some of the feats of the various Heroes of this age, though you need not get more
involved than that.



Origins
Any of the following origins can be taken without having background memories or any pre-existing
place in the world.

King
A royal personage, title or not. You were born into the highest station among mortal beings, the heir
to a king or queen of your time, perhaps even already a ruler in your own right. You have a destiny
you believe, to rule over others and lead them to greatness. Or to use your power, status and wealth
to live in luxury and pleasure while everyone lesser than you works for the privilege of serving you.
Your fate and the fate of your kingdom is yours to choose, that at least is your right as a king.

Holy Person
Men of faith are quite common in these times, though faith as powerful and pure as yours is still rare
even back now. You are a holy person of a religious order, following or belief. A priest of the
Christian doctrine, a wild man serving sacred spirits of nature or a chief devotee of one of the
ancient Gods of Sumeria. There is little limit to the variety present but what is shared is that you are
a holy person with quite the militant focus. You may not spread your faith through violence but you
are well experienced in defending it with force. Maybe that experience might soon catch the eye of
your Gods.

Sorceror
The arcane powers thrum and throb in your soul, crying out to be used. Unlike many, you do not lack
the methods to make use of them. This is the Age of Magic after all. You are a Sorceror, one of the
great magicians of the world. At least you believe you have the potential to be one! Looking at your
talent, your smarts and perhaps even your fate, maybe that might not be an unachievable goal
either. Throughout these times, there have been many great wizards and witches, as the mystery of
these ancient ages leads you to prosper with ease.

Dark One
For every great hero, mythical saint and legendary magician, there will exist a darker character in
these old tales. The spies that bring down nations with their treacherous ways, the assassins that
slay kings in their beds, even the tortured and downtrodden souls who suffer and rage against the
terrible fates they’ve been handed. You are one of the people who live in the dark side of this land.
Perhaps a member or ancestor of the Hashashin brotherhood, a terrifying organisation of assassins.
Perhaps a child imbued with demonic spirits, looking for vengeance on those who made hurt you.
Maybe just a monster in a human body, looking for power, wealth and anything else to satisfy those
dark desires in you.

Your age is 13+3d8. Your gender is whatever it was before. Either of these may be changed for 50CP
each.



Perks
All 100CP perks are free for their origins and other perks are discounted for associated origins.

An Age of Gods- Free
The Age of Gods is certainly a time to be alive. Humanity is far from as weak as it will become in the
modern era, so you will require a suitable body to these early times. Should you be born later in this
world’s life, after the Age of Gods has ended, you will be quite the anomaly. A human with a body
from the Age of Gods yet born in the latter ages.

You have the physical and mental capabilities that any modern human would believe you are
superhuman. You can tear through the stone or metal of the modern day without much exertion,
perhaps even lift a tonne of weight over your head, and certainly outrun any horse. You have
magical power unlike what appears to those who use magecraft, as you do not have magic circuits.
Instead, through your body runs pure magical energy, allowing you to much more easily manipulate
your own energy and that of the world around you. Of course, such a thing requires training to
utilise to any real effect but once you have that training, there is no modern mage not considered a
freakish prodigy that could level with you.

As befits a time of myths and heroes, you will be assured to be at least somewhat attractive and it is
possible for your body to grow to somewhat inhuman degrees, though whether that manifests as
being eight feet tall and bulging with muscles or the sort of beauty normally seen only in the
depictions of fertility goddesses in the temples of Babylon…that’s still to be decided.

Unified Language- 300
The language of ancient Babylon, perhaps even a time before it. A tongue that originates since
before the Tower of Babel was created, supposedly the language that all of humanity once shared.
Perhaps it was so in truly ancient times but Babylon itself was not quite so impressive. Regardless of
it’s true origins, the Unified Language speaks truth and it cannot be denied. Humans who hear the
language cannot deny what it says, even should the speaker of the Unified Language be ordering
them to kill themselves or commit atrocities on their own families. To deny the truth of this tongue
would be like denying one’s own existence as a human. As a learned student of this language, you
essentially have the ability to perfectly hypnotise any human being, as your soul resonates with the
source of humanity as you intone the words. However, even the slightest bit of inhuman nature to a
person will allow them to mount a resistance, such as being connected to a inhuman entity for
magical power or having a monstrous ancestor, and significant inhumanity, such as divine heritage
or having altered one’s body and soul with magical experiments or being the vessel of a divine spirit,
can allow total immunity to the first language.



King

AUO- 100
What a shining body appears before our eyes. An appeal that reaches across all interests, genders
and even species, a charm that is almost impossible to resist, an allure that tempts even the angels
to come down and worship at your feet. Your body is like that of perfect golden statue carved by all
the Gods of Beauty themselves, unparalleled in form and unmatched in quality.

Whether you wish to be classically beautiful or handsome, adorably cute, dangerously seductive or
some other form, you can be assured that this will standout even beside the divine. Your beauty
maintains itself, repelling any attempt to dirty or degrade it, and it is such that others simply do not
think to even try to apply prejudices based on gender, age, race or other factors to you. Your beauty
is such that they cannot comprehend debasing you with such mortal concerns.

The Seat of the Pharaoh- 100
All should hold a healthy respect for the throne and those meant to sit upon it. Sadly, throughout
history, there have been many who have sought to control and abuse that throne and the kings and
queens who reign from them, some factions debasing that seat of rulership entirely. You have
become quite adept at seeking out these kinds of people, sensing rebellion, betrayal, discontent and
uprisings in the making from throughout any kingdom you rule. You sniff them out as easily as a
bloodhound does blood and find it even easier to reveal them to others, to plan out their demise
and then carry out punishment or destruction of these irksome groups.

Truly, the only foe that has a chance against your reign is one that approaches with force from the
front, as none others will have a chance at gathering power in hiding.

Born For It- 200
The place among the kings of legend is now almost assured to be yours. Few rulers of humanity have
the natural talent for the job of being a lord that you do. Your sheer talent, skill and level of
knowledge in all matters related to being a ruler, from the management of your people and
resources, to the leading of armies in wartime, to the handling of nobles and other powerful factions
within your kingdom, is incredibly high.

Any kingdom under your reign, barring exceptional circumstances, would be assured to prosper and
become quite well known in history, though with just this it won’t become a Babylon or a Rome.
However, you will find that as your personal power and wealth increases, so too will both your skills
as a ruler and the popularity you have with those you rule over as you grow, though this popularity
can be harmed depending on your actions.

Can’t Wait To Be King- 200
Even before you took the throne, other people knew with complete certainty that you were born to
be a king. How else could you act the way you do, with such brazen confidence? Your will is fitting
for any hero king, being unbent and unbroken even when faced with All The World’s Evils, and this
has translated to complete self assuredness and self awareness. You know who you are, why would
you have reason to doubt yourself for that?

It has also given you a close assessment of your and others position in the world, both in a total
metaphysical sense and in regards to any social circles or hierarchies you are part of, useful should



you wish to move up in the world. Finally, you will now find that having an ego or possessing pride
and arrogance is no longer such a bad thing in the eyes of others. If anything, your great ego will only
see to boost your overall charisma with others further.

Gods Above, Gods Below- 400
The world above and the world below have both already declared that your kingship is a divine right,
how could any man deny you your rightful place? But some still shall try and to punish them, the
spirits of the skies and the underworld have seen fit to empower you greatly with their natures. You
hold great powers over the sky, the underworld and the aspects connected to those things. By the
expenditure of magical energy, you can easily accomplish terrific acts. Just creating tornadoes and
sandstorms or bringing forth massive clouds of rot and disease are simple things. Summoning spirits
of the wind, raising an army of the dead to heed your commands, even opening a gate to the
underworld or taking command of beasts that are connected to the skies is possible.

However, you are only somewhat experienced in the uses of these powers and it will take time to go
beyond the basic and intermediate physical uses of your powers.

Sovereign- 400
Every thing under the sun is destined to come under your rule, in your mind, and thus there is no
possession that should be excluded from your use. You have a great blessing in regards to items of
power where their use comes to you as naturally as if you were moving your own fingers. Any
magical item works with you as you hold it. You realise how to use these items as you hold them,
their functions and attributes becoming clear in your mind. The arcane objects do not harm you as
you hold them and even bow before your right to use them, allowing you to bypass any restrictions
on their use.

As you hold them, you will see that you quickly master their use as well, taking only a few days
before you can use them as an expert would, in almost any situation. This skill can often be applied
outside of the magical tool as well, as mastering the use of a magical blade in combat could surely
apply at least somewhat to an ordinary sword as well.

Sha Nagba Imuru- 600
A mentality as bright and all encompassing as the light of the sun. That mind of yours is omniscient
or so all your fallen opponents claim after you effortlessly bested them. Your mind is divinely
advanced, utterly brilliant in intelligence, memory, adaptation and more. When you look upon the
world, you see the truth of things, receiving endless seas of information from anything you can
perceive. Only that knowledge that is obscured by magic or so improbable as to be only possible
through the highest act of sorcery is immune to your powers of detection and deduction.

Your ability to calculate information and predict outcomes is so great that you can predict with near
total accuracy the path the future will take, only failing with the intervention of beings or events
beyond your comprehension. And even beyond that, when you set your mind to making a plan, even
the ranks of the divine will find that they can barely realise what has been set in motion, much less
resist your plans. Some may even believe that any loss you actually suffer is solely because you
desired it. Or perhaps because you grew too arrogant to believe you even had to think to see victory.



Two Thirds Divine- 600
Unique blood runs in your veins, as you are the child of a God and a Demigod. Two-thirds divine and
such an occurrence was no accident. Like the King of Uruk, you were a project by the Gods, designed
to be as close to perfect for a mortal being in body and spirit as they could achieve. That body of
yours is extraordinarily powerful, though it is not quite the level of certain kinds of beasts that may
be encountered here, it can still result in the destruction of cities and mountains should you grow
careless in your brawls. While your body may lack slightly in raw power, your magic more than
makes up for this. You were not yet given any knowledge of magic but the ocean of energy that
floods from your being at all times means even the smallest shreds of magical knowledge can be
turned to terrifying effect. Even the ancient dragons that can be found in these early times would
find their energy stores can only barely match your own and your magical energy will grow in
quantity even more over time.

Your position as a two-thirds divine being has also seen you take on a role as a mediator of sorts
between the divine and the mortal. For Gods, this appears as a unexplainable fondness and desire to
work with you instead of acting against you. For Mortals, it is an unnaturally powerful charisma that
swirls around you, affecting humans almost as if you were casting spells on their minds. Should you
spend any time around other people, this is likely to see you almost trip into becoming a ruler of
men and a prophet of the gods.

Collector- 800
Gold as far as the eye can see. A endless sea of treasures, like an desert where every dune is a
mound containing the legends of a hundred different tales. Before you is a great golden portal in the
air, within which these endless treasures constantly shift and swirl before you. It is like a Gate, one
that leads to the source of so much wonder. All that you can see is now yours and it is even more
valuable than you might think at first.

The power you now possess is to be the Collector of all of Humanity’s creations. Every invention,
every making, every forging, every last creation that mankind has created, is creating or will create is
found within this endless vault of space. However, this only applies to singular creations. Any
mundane and magical weapon or vehicle or potion or book or armour or anything else in that vein
can be found present in here. However, outright locations cannot be found. While one may find the
individual buildings in a city or collective fortress, they would not find the city itself. Nor will the
vault contain things that are merely slight alterations to non-human objects. A mountain that has a
castle on it or a stone stuck to a stick. Mankind has created a great many things but for it to apply to
your vault’s contents, it must be wholly a creation of man. A metal blade might be made from
natural materials but it has been shaped and altered thoroughly through human processes. A last
note on the contents of the vault, is that anything retained within it will not be harmful, even if it
normally should be, to the owner of the vault while within this space and that you are able to use
anything within this space, regardless of the normal conditions some magical items may have for
their users.

You can summon the vault’s portals with a few moments concentration or through the turning of
one of several golden keys from within this vault that you can obtain. These portals can be made
anywhere within your sight range, even should you not be looking where you form them at the
moment, and are very quick to open. While you do not know the exact nature or presence of
everything within the dimensional space, you can instantly call anything from the vault to your
person as you wish and search within it for anything that fits any kind of specifications you have in



mind. With just a thought, you can even organise the space and it’s contents however you might
choose. Setting it up as a great golden museum instead of the endless desert of treasure, for
example.

Once you have opened the portal to your vault once, you can freely continue to open them at an
incredible pace within your range, even dozens at once or enormous portals through which an entire
castle could pass. Through these portals, you can bring forth anything within your vault, no matter
how large or how far in. You may also choose to fire out things from within the vault, with the
maximum speed that you can do so rising with your magical power. Even at a base level however,
you can fire the smaller objects within at the speed of sound. Anything that exits the vault can be
instantly retrieved with just a thought, replacing it within the vault due to the effects of an artefact.
Due to the same magical item within the vault, anything that is sourced from the vault originally will
slowly repair or, if destroyed, reappear entirely within the vault over the course of a few days. Items
made for single uses however will not repair or reappear.

The final and perhaps most notable attribute of this quality of yours is that your vault has not ceased
growing. While the space only draws from this current timeline and world, as you travel to new
worlds or timelines, you will find that the space you have access to will fill itself with all the
achievements of humanity from each new world and timeline at an instant.



Holy Person

Crusader- 100
Holy wars need warriors to be completed and you were foremost among the warriors that joined
those great journeys. You have a deep level of training in a variety of forms of combat, enough to let
you easily stand out from any army of these ages as one of the more notable fighters. You were
trained in the use of several melee and ranged weapons of your time period, good enough in them
to fight lesser monsters and groups of soldiers on your own, and you have a surprising talent for a
somewhat strange form of grappling. Quite the flashy sort too, judging by all the suplexes.

But offense is far from your only skill, as you were educated on the defense of the body and the soul.
You know how to wear armour and use shields even against creatures far stronger than you, as well
as how to guard your spirit against the influences of lesser evil beings through faith and religious
incantations. Apparently, you have quite the affinity for the spirits and gods of one religion of your
time.

Divine Harlot- 100
Sometimes wars, even ones of a holy nature, are not won through faith and steel but through silk
and flesh. A seductress who brings low a great general before a battle can be worth a thousand
warriors. Perhaps you were trained as one of the divine harlots of Babylon, maybe you just have a
natural talent, but your skills in the bedchamber cannot be denied.

Not only is a night with you the stuff of myths and legends, you can even change those you lay with
in some cases. Should you charm and bed a creature of inhuman origin, you will be able to slowly
transform it in mind and body to become human. It may lose something in the process, most often
the raw power it may have had as a beast, but your company allows it to rise above the wilds and
join civilisation.

Mind of the World- 200
The mind is not limited to just the body, not for you. There is far more to perceive than just what a
man can witness with his five senses. You feel the world around you as if it were part of your body,
your senses freely extending throughout this living planet. This is a mystical awareness that gives
you total and constant awareness of the location of everything within ten kilometers of your current
position. From every living organism, from a human to an insect, to the various kinds of dirt and
stone that layer the ground to the water itself and how it’s waves caress the land. Even the magic in
the air or the technology that man creates is subject to your awareness, as all is part of the World
even if it is not part of nature.

Your awareness gives you the location and a small amount of detail on what each thing is but if you
lack knowledge about what something is, such as some new invention or magecraft of mankind,
then you will only receive these first vague details. Greater knowledge of these topics will provide
greater awareness of specifics, as will greater magical power increases the range of your awareness.

Draconis Destruction- 200
People have been telling tales of you, the dragon slayer that wanders from town to town, slaying the
satanic beasts that torment them. Perhaps not entirely true, you’ve not yet met a true dragon, but
you have slain plenty of mighty draconic creatures so far. In fact, you’ve slain so many that it’s begun
to affect your being. Your attacks tear through draconic beings like they were made of paper,



ignoring their resistance to physical and magical blows and even ensuring that these wounds stay
unhealed for lengthy periods of time. Your very presence is enough to unnerve even true dragons
and lesser creatures will fear terror well up in their hearts, should you intend hostilities.

Curiously, you also have a curse of sorts that allows you to transform other living beings into
draconic creatures, activated by focusing your mind towards a being that you are in contact with. It
seems like a way to make them vulnerable to your powers but perhaps certain folk may find other
uses. Finally, you also have the ability to detect if a being is good or evil according to the rules of the
religion you follow, though surely no dragon could be anything but an incarnation of the Devil.

Voice of the World- 400
As one sees the world through their mind’s eye, they may also become able to command the world
through the voice of their soul. Something even more primal than the unified speech of mankind,
the Voice that you now speak with is something entwined with the very heart of the World. The
simplest use of your Voice allows you to communicate with and understand animals, plants and even
the dirt you walk on or the air that you breathe. Should you put more force into your words, you can
command the world, moving the air to create tornadoes of force or asking the earth to rise into the
shape of great fortifications.

Pouring forth your heart and roaring or singing with your Voice would allow you to shake the
heavens and split the seas, even warp the localised laws of physics itself. As your overall power
grows, your presence in the World shall grow as well and what you can accomplish with your Voice
will raise to match.

Saint of the Shield- 400
Faith alone cannot protect someone from all the evils that are present in this world. Believing that
you cannot be harmed because you are faithful is just arrogance dressed in religious finery. But
believing that there are heroes who can stand up to those evils? Perhaps even faith that you could
protect others from them? That’s some true power. You have become a nigh-invulnerable fortress.
Your body is now hundreds of times tougher than it would normally be, such that a normal human
would be impervious to anything short of a powerful wizard or magical warrior. Your resistance to
the foul sorcery of witches and dark beings is now such that only the Grandest wizards will be able to
affect you. Even should you be harmed, your body can continue on through any battle.

Even starving, exhausted from a week of battle, with your skull split open by an axe and your body
barely holding itself together with mere threads of flesh and bone- you would not break nor bow nor
cease to fight at your fullest capability. There is yet work to do in the name of good and if you fell
here, there’d be one less hero to save those in need.

Body of the World- 600
The flesh of man can’t match up to the clay of the gods, the very material that you were
painstakingly crafted from. Mighty in a way that man can never truly hope to match, you have a
physical form that only the Gods themselves surpass. Your fists bring ruination to entire kingdoms
should you use your full force and even bolts of lightning seem to lag behind your sprints. Even when
foes appear that can harm your impossibly hard body, they’ll find that your claim of being made
from the Clay of the World is no lie. You are not only strong and fast and tough but also able to
freely control the divine clay that makes up your form and even turn the World around you, anything
short of independent sapient creatures, into more Clay for your body to use. You can instantly turn



yourself into a hulking monster or a enormous weapon, you could gather the earth for miles around
you to form it into a hurricane of hundreds of thousands of powerful stone blades that are directed
by your will alone.

So long as there is matter nearby that you can use, you will be able to reform yourself so long as
your soul remains intact. All of this is purely your natural abilities and adding in magical energy will
allow you to empower your body far further, enchanting the weapons you craft from the dirt or
perhaps even unlocking stranger ways of connecting to and shaping the world with your body.

Divine Protection- 600
A Messiah in the making. You’re the sort of person they’re going to have a whole lot of arguments
over if you’re not careful with your gifts. You see, God has a fondness for you. Or at least the force
that some might associate with God. It sees you as something similar to a child even and favors you
thusly. The laws of what is possible and what is not hang loosely in your presence, allowing you to
accomplish literally impossible things with enough skill, effort or luck. Miracles, they’re apparently
called, and even beyond that you seem able to effect minor acts of God just by willing it. Walking on
water or parting a sea, turning water to wine or healing the sick, even bringing back those who have
passed on recently to life.

Of course, this favour manifests in more than just magic tricks. With the Counter Force that supports
those chosen by God, you find that you are rarely alone when opposed. Guardians appear to aid you
when you are attacked, massive amounts of energy can appear within you even when you believe
you have emptied all you have to give and there are certain places that are no longer guarded to
your movements.

God- 800
A mere worshipper? How blasphemous, implying a true God of this world would ever bow their head
to another in supplication. Certainly not you, as you are an existence that may not have been seen
in this world for a very, very long time. An enfleshed God, a true and original form of what are mere
Divine Spirits in the later days of this world. A being of incalculable power and, perhaps, a similar
level of arrogance. However, while you are truly great, you are far from the peak of the Godly
hierarchy. You are just a God of middling power, for now.

The base of your power is terrible indeed. While you may not possess the sheer versatility of some
of the other great beings to be found, you are nigh-unmatched in raw power, be it physical or
magical. The destruction of an entire continent would not require every bit of your power, just a
great deal of it, and it appears that the wells of energy you draw upon for magical uses are near
endless in depth, if not quite so much in how much you can draw out at a time. Befitting your power,
you need not remain in a human form. From a enormous, demonic dragon to a mechanical alien, the
Gods can take many different shapes and sizes, as you too now can. You may design with very few
restrictions your new physical form as a God.

But brute power is far from that which makes you a god. That would be your place in the world. As a
true divine entity, you are the very highest class of natural spirit of the World. The World may not
love you but it certainly treats you as one of it’s most important agents, something that appears to
carry over to future worlds to some extent if you continue to act in your role. Alongside this place as
part of the World are your Authorities. The areas in which you have the right to govern and
command the World, what some may call the Domains of the Gods. You have three in total, for too



many Authorities can cause divine beings like yourself to undergo unpleasant transformations of the
mind and soul. An Authority of Fire would grant near total control over fire and things linked to it,
such as summoning blazes that envelop entire nations for years without burning out, igniting fury in
the hearts of men or enhancing the results of any forging efforts, along with likely countless other
potential uses. An Authority of Magic would allow for the manipulation of enormous amounts of
external magical energy, even within others, so that the God could easily defeat all but the greatest
mortal magicians, though the Authority may not be capable of much more than that due to it’s
breadth. The more broadly applicable that Domain is for any one God, the less depth of power it will
be capable of doing. Domains after all, are not dependent on your personal power. You are merely
commanding the World to change and it thus becomes so.

You are somewhat unique amongst Gods, having a certain attribute more commonly associated with
the terrific creatures that were Gods even before humanity began to worship them. Like these
beings outside of the Human Order, you do not depend on the worship of humanity for power and
neither would you change if their beliefs about you do change. You may optionally rid yourself of
this protection, allowing you to gain power as humans devote more faith and belief towards you but
this will also open you up to changing based on their beliefs. You might change in physical
appearance to match what your devotees consider to be the divine appearance of their God or even
change in personality to fit what your cult believes is true about you.



Sorceror

Magician of the Early Ages- 100
A magician is nothing without his magic and like many in this divine age, you’re quite the caster of
spells. You’re an experienced magic caster, both in a range of scholarly disciplines and in how to put
your magic to use in combat, even against entire squadrons of soldiers at once. Certainly, this basic
command of magic that you have would seem unbelievable to people in the Common Era, much less
Modern Times.

What’s better, you have a natural gift for interfacing with the world directly and find that spells that
communicate with or otherwise directly interact with the world are significantly better in your hands.
You also find that you are generally quite skilled when it comes to riddles and word games with
others, rarely meeting your match.

Just Let Go- 100
There is an end to everything but few things have the luxury of deciding when their end is to come
as you do. You can hardly stop yourself from dying if someone were to kill you, not with just this
option, but you now find that you are always aware of a trigger of sorts within your being. A trigger
that can only be pressed when you willingly wish to without external influence. Depending on how
you focus, this trigger would allow you to do one of several things. The first is to return you to a
human state, returning any abilities, blessings, powers or even those strange abilities you’ve brought
from other worlds to their original owners. Once done, you cannot retrieve them through this but
will not possess them yourself either.

The other method to make use of this ability is decidedly more final. Fully pressing this spiritual
trigger under your own free will enables you to end your own existence. Body, mind, soul and the
very concept of your being will cease to exist, in both this mundane reality and any other. A full and
total cessation of being. This final measure surpasses any block or prevention, always giving you a
way to let it go and have things all come to an end for yourself. And hey, despite how scary the idea
might be to cease existing, you have a feeling that there is a special place of peace waiting for you
for when you finally make use of this.

Master of Puppets- 200
Everyone is born with talent for something, your talent just happened to be making life. When it
comes to magic involved in the creation of familiars, even the summoning of them, you’re miles
beyond any of your peers. While you are not the best in the world with just this, your raw skill and
power with magic still lacking compared to the greats, you’ll find anything in relation to the creation,
alteration and maintenance of magical familiars, summons and living creations comes to you with
the ease of breathing. You learn far faster, your products are of a vastly higher quality and come
with far more efficiency than what your fellow magicians might create. It is even far more cost
efficient for you to make them, as you take just a quarter of what others would expend to create the
same things.

You have particular talent too in ensuring the loyalty of that you consider a familiar, whether this be
designing the minds of creatures you create as easily as you design their bodies or creating lines of
spell or rune magic to add to a summoning ritual to ensure much stronger bonds of servitude exist
on what you summon. It also happens that you are quite good at creating and overlooking legal
contracts, mostly from all the interaction with demons.



A Thousand and One Lies- 200
Words are weapons, ones that most in these ages use to direct magic, yet are still capable of so
much more. You are a master of the art of using words to control people, making them do what you
want and believe what you wish. Should they let you start speaking, you’ll find people turn to putty
in your hands as if you’d actually cast a spell over their minds. But all you need is for them to be able
to understand you to let you toy with them.

You excel most at stalling and bluffing people, being able to make people wait to do things for
completely unreasonable amounts of time should you get a chance to talk to them. Should a man
wish to kill you, you’d be able to talk him down almost one thousand and one times in a row, till he
just forgets he wanted to kill you at all. Needless to say, you’re quite fantastic at telling stories,
fables and tall tales should you wish it.

A Tale of Reality- 400
There is a certain kind of magic in stories, a magic that comes to life when you tell a tale. As you
recite a story to the air or write it down or actively communicate it in some way, you are able to
bring the stories from fiction into reality. Simply by expending magical energy, creatures appear in
the real world just by you describing them or writing about them. Even drawing a creature might see
it lift itself off the page. And you are far from just being limited to making monsters. Objects, magical
items, buildings, entire locations or even describing events or conditions and applying them to
someone in the real world. The greater the power and scale of the fiction to be made real, the more
energy it will take from you to create. The energy must be maintained to a lesser level once the
target is created, though more powerful and larger fictions will take more maintenance, failing to
supply the energy results in your creations fading away.

Some things may be too much for you but your power offers a way to circumvent this. The more
famous, well known and well regarded a particular story is on the world you are presently located,
the easier it will be to manifest things from that story into reality. While you can always make up a
story to achieve any effect you wish, such would come with ruinous energy costs. By relying on the
many famous tales that already exist, you can achieve feats far beyond what your level of magical
power indicates possible for you.

Principles of Mana- 400
Magical energy is what allows for all these wonders. But could it be taken further? Made to become
something more than it is? You thought there just might exist that possibility and by chance,
stumbled upon the principles that a great demon would later use in a plan to rewrite all of history.
You have the ability to create mana from destruction. Destroying objects or structures releases at
least as much magical energy as what is needed to destroy the objects in that way while destroying
living creatures with souls such as humans or their overall groupings such as societies, will give a
return many times greater than the energy put in.

Better still, you find it easy to gather and control the mana released by this destruction and put it to
your own use, either storing it or immediately expending it. If you wished to store it however, you
are able to form it into solid spirals, circles and loops that continuously cycles the energy and, over
time, slowly increases the amount and potency of the energy contained within these magical
structures. Making more from where there was less without adding anything more.



Phenomena Operation Principles- 600
King Solomon established a worldwide network to allow the use of magecraft for humanity, a stark
difference to the Age of Gods that held magic to be the province of the Gods and their kind alone.
The phenomena operation technique was this grand working that Solomon accomplished and yet,
he never took those principles further. Maybe they were left so that you could do something
amazing with them. You have the knowledge, skill and outright potential to create massive magical
formations and metaphysical structures, the sort of things that can establish entire systems of magic
use for whole worlds, cast spells across entire planets, allow for mass alteration of any target within
the field or almost any other imaginable effect that can be ‘programmed’ into these massive area
creations.

You can create these magical frameworks with surprisingly little energy as well. While it would still
take a magician on the level of Solomon himself to create a planet spanning magical framework,
even a basic magician of this age could cover a mile diameter framework. Thankfully, the
frameworks can be piggybacked off of the World they are linked to in order to prevent you to need
to constantly maintain them.

The Will of God- 600
A religion lives through its’ worshipers and the God of your religion has chosen to live through you.
That’s what others tell you the voice in your head is, anyway. Whatever the thing in your mind, it has
chosen for you to act as a Vessel of God, though it declined to control you so completely as it once
did or shall do to the King of Magic. As a Vessel of God however, you have the ability to request
Revelations from this ‘God’, finding information on almost anything you wish to know, even what
steps you must take to achieve a task in the future. This God seems to have access to what it calls
the original source of all things, enabling it to find almost any information, though it cannot pass on
anything but knowledge.

There are limits however. Your mind, even should it be that of a divine being in it’s own right, can
only take so much contact with this Godly presence. Even a handful of requests a day, be it the
answer to a question or a short list of steps to take to achieve a short term goal, can strain your
mind badly and require rest. While it is possible to expand your mind to handle more in time, that
will likely come from your own efforts.

The Lesser Key of Solomon- 800
The Good King Solomon made many wonders in his time, though rarely were they truly of his own
make instead of the hand that guided him, and one of the greatest were the demons of the Ars
Goetia. The 72 terrible demons that would together form a demon of unimaginable power, who
could act as an instrument of Solomon’s will. But the demon was never truly ordered to act, certainly
not for humanity’s sake, and as the 72 demons were forced to watch their creator do nothing to aid
the suffering humanity around them, they grew to despise their king.

Their hearts burned to help humanity and once Solomon died, they possessed his corpse and
decided that they would make a new destiny for mankind. But what if something changed? What if,
this time, there were 73 Demon Pillars created by King Solomon. A 0th Demon intended to rule over
the rest, give them agency as a collective and unite them together. That would be you, the first and
greatest of the demonic collective.



You are now a collective being, a hivemind of 73 separate existences, each a unique and mighty
demon. When together, your power is terrifying indeed. That combined body could blast it’s way
through entire countries with physical force and do much the same with magical power. Each of the
demons within you also has a unique mind, personality and magical powers or focus, allowing each
part of you to bring something to the table. The Pillars are quite loyal to you and believe that you are
their rightful leader, though their sometimes vastly different personalities may still mean that
getting everyone to agree on courses of action and work together at their best is very hard. Still,
your nature as a hivemind means that communication, even lengthy debates between all 73 parts,
happens near instantly. The pillars can be split off from the whole of you, though that will prevent
the collective from utilising the portion of your power that they represent, but they may then act
independently while keeping in mental contact with the rest of you. Should they be slain or
destroyed, they will slowly regenerate with you, so long as you still live.

There was one additional gift that Solomon gave and depending on the time you find yourself in, this
may be accidental or purposeful. Prior to his death, Solomon saw fit to create a replica of his mind
and body within his workshop, within which you and the Demon Pillars now make your home,
though perhaps with the body customised to your overall preferences. After his death, you have
simply inhabited his corpse. Either way, the new home for your spirits has allowed you access to the
King of Magic’s knowledge and skills, granting a truly vast and unmatched degree of competency
with magecraft and the magic of these early eras. Sure to be of good use given your raw power.
Sadly, his mind lacks the divine inspiration it had in life, both as a vessel of god and the knowledge
he used to create the Magecraft System.



Dark One

Hashashin Training- 100
The Hashashin are an ancient order, and in many cases the originators of, assassins. Killers in the
dark, though the sheer variety the Hashashin can offer hardly limits them to the dark. This
organisation trained many of the greatest assassins in both history and legend, with each leader of
the group being a terrifying hunter in their own right. As part of the Hashashin, a ancestor of their
line or even just trained by a former member of the group, you have their training as your own. You
are a master of stealth, able to sneak past watchful guards and even lesser magical spells without
any supernatural aid on your side, and brilliant at all kinds of acrobatics and feats of agility. You
don’t just bound across rooftops and between city streets, you can dance around most warriors
while slitting their throats, without even a scrape on your body. You’re trained in how to kill
someone quietly and how to make it long and painful, as well as how to track down targets and how
to escape a chase.

The final aspect to your training however, was the creation of a specialised technique for yourself,
similar to the ones each leader of the Hashashin has made. Things like being able to create an
illusory double of your opponents’ heart that when crushed, also crushes the real thing. Or being
able to create an explosion inside the head of anyone you touch. Or even splitting alternate
personalities within your own mind into their own bodies to form a strange hivemind. But your
technique is far frommastered. You have basic usage of it but it will take likely years of experience
for you to reach the level of one of the Hashashin masters.

The Softer Side- 100
Not every fortress can be entered with a soft step and some acrobatics. Sometimes you need to take
a more visible way in without alerting anyone as to your purpose. Thankfully, your training is far
from lacking here either. You are a highly accomplished infiltrator in a more social sense. You can
easily disguise yourself as others, make yourself seem to fit in perfectly to almost any kind of social
group, make friends with ease and play any game of politics like a master. You were born or trained
or both to slide your way into the inner circles of the highest levels of nobility, take what you want
and then leave long before anyone realises you were the culprit all along. This comes with a wide
array of basic experience in various professions to help you blend into your disguises better, though
your new skills are mostly focused on the higher end of society.

Helping you along however, is a supernatural connection to a certain kind of animal. Pigeons and
doves for example or perhaps house cats or spiders. Your connection to these animals allows you to
make use of them as familiars, provided another mage is not already and the animal has no true
intellect of it’s own. You can see through their senses, even command them to act as you please, all
within a range of around a kilometer from your own position.

The Old Watch- 200
Those who sneak about in the dark rarely work alone, despite what the wider populace may think of
these near mythical figures. Among the many shadowy groups that may exist, perhaps one of your
own making could make it’s rise. You have a particular skill for creating and running clandestine
organisations, groups of people intended to carry out covert operations without revealing that they
exist at all to those outside the organisation, even should the organisation have hundreds of active
agents.



Perhaps more importantly, you are able to ensure that this organisations follows your teachings,
guidance and the path you laid down for it even should you not take care to ensure it does so. The
men you gather together, the ones that pledge loyalty to you, will not twist or forget the lessons you
teach them nor will they pervert your legacy should they take over after you move on. Your legacy
will remain eternal, with your organisation proving unnaturally resistant to fading over time.

Sand Man- 200
The deserts that the Hashashin made their homes in and spent most of their lives working in are
unforgiving places. The natural terrain alone is among the more hostile environments in the world
but when it is filled with spirits, monsters and magical hazards of all different kinds, it becomes like a
hell on earth for anyone that needs to travel through it. The Hashashin built up a great many charms
and rituals to allow them to pass through, many of which are now imprinted on your body. These
charms grant you with an almost insurmountable resistance to the dangers of the wind, the heat and
the sun. Even a hurricane concentrated into a single beam against you would not even make your
hair flutter if you wished otherwise, only the hottest of magical flames burn you and harmful
amounts of light simply bounce around your body instead of striking you.

Elementals and similar beings linked to these elements find that they take much more damage than
normal from you, while they can sense that you are a being that could harm them badly. The charms
in your body also largely remove the need for food or water from you, leaving you to need such
sustenance only once a week at most. To pair with these charms is an extensive knowledge of how
to survive in the desert even long term.

The First Poison- 400
Ah, poison. The greatest of the classics when it comes to assassination. So many uses, so many
flavors. There have been many masters of the art of poison over the course of history but few
possess quite the natural ability for it that you do. You possess innate supernatural abilities when it
comes to poison and surprisingly broad for what some may consider a limited concept. You have the
power to apply the concept of ‘poison’ to anything connected to your being, even in a very loose
sense. This allows you to deliver poisons with a touch, infuse any spell you cast with poison, even fill
the atmosphere for some distance around you with poison. Perhaps you could even poison the
magic and spirit of anyone that tried to touch you through supernatural means.

And what poisons can you use? There are few limits. You can easily produce any kind of poison that
exists in the mundane world and reproduce any supernatural poison you have come near before. It
is even possible for you to mix poisons you are aware of together and create entirely new
concoctions. Whatever poisons you choose, you will find that they pierce through any specific
resistance to poison that a target may have, affecting them even if they should be immune or
otherwise impossible to poison, though those of great constitution or healing powers can still get
through. With focus, you can even shape your poison into physical objects such as chains or blades,
which you can control as if by telekinesis. The final aspect of yours powers is that you may summon
creatures and monsters associated with poison to aid you, though these are temporary and are very
tiring to create if they are much stronger than you.

Doctor of Death- 400
The techniques of the Hashashin leaders are sourced through the modification of their own beings.
The body and even the mind or spirit becomes subject to all kinds of gruesome experiments in their
pursuit of power and the ability to deal death on a higher level. Beyond just knowing one of their



techniques, you are aware of the methods to create such techniques, though your studies have
taught you the general tools and processes rather than the specific methods to the powers of the
Hashashin. You have the skill and ability to mould the bodies, minds and spirits of other beings in
order to grant special abilities. This can be as simple as grafting the limbs of demons to human
bodies and having them work to as complex as separating out the alternate personalities within a
madman’s head to allow him to summon them as separate beings in reality.

Your skills with the alteration of the form also extend to other uses, such as practical healing and
medicine, brainwashing or therapy, even creating your own monsters instead of altering the bodies
of existing beasts. Most bodies however, have a limit on what you can do with them. As impressive
as what you can do is, a human body can rarely take more than one or two major alterations before
it ceases to function properly. Perhaps in time you could discover how to extend those mortal
limitations.

Truly An Assassin- 600
While each Master of the Hashashin had their focus, their specialty, none could truly master every
aspect of the work they committed themselves to. Not even the great ancestor that started it all.
Only when someone desperate enough to put themselves through unimaginable agony for the
tiniest sliver of a chance at grasping that core of what it means to be a Hashashin did a true master
appear. You made that bet and the results are clear. You are a master of the dark side of the world
like few others. You have learned and internalised the 18 techniques of the 18 Hashashin masters
that have lived and then improved on each one significantly, even after mastering it’s use. Not only
has this left you with a wide variety of nightmarishly powerful techniques to use on others, you are
also a world class master of over thirty different skills. Frommilitary strategy to various academic
disciplines of the time to even such things as potion making or the many skills you may already have
at a more basic level towards your work as a spy and assassin.

Yet, above all of this, it is stealth that you have truly perfected. When you wish to not be seen, you
effectively become one with the World itself. It is impossible to detect you through any means, even
the supernatural, as the place that you occupy appears to all senses to be just another part of the
World. Even striking where you stand would hit nothing but air. If an enemy cannot detect you, how
would his attacks know to where to hit you? When you yourself move to attack, others become able
to strike you once more, though they will still find themselves unable to perceive you through any of
their senses. Only the most powerful magical senses would be able to detect even a trace of your
presence when you are attacking however.

Old Man- 600
Assassination is an art. It’s one you realised needed to be cultivated and honed. But it is also
something you realised would be better grown by others that could truly master those arts. Perhaps
you felt you never could become a true assassin because you already had such a talent for death
that you could no longer hide from any prey you sought. When your presence brings visions of death
to your targets, it becomes impossible to hide. But that is the fate for the assassin of assassins. Your
nature is that of a simple and straightforward dealer of death. Through this option, you do not have
a dozen tricks or the skill to craft the perfect trap or the ability to talk your way into the heart of any
man. You do not need it. Your sheer, natural power leaves even dragons and demons of the highest
orders realising that they face at least an equal, if not a superior, in physical might. Your speed is
such that only the greatest warriors of mankind could even recognise you had moved before their



heads slip from their necks. Even should they be able to see you move, your skill in combat without a
weapon or with one of almost any kind is almost on the level of the gods of war themselves.

Your affinity for death is so powerful that you are not even limited to the killing of physical matter,
as you can strike at and kill things even on a immaterial or conceptual level. Splitting a soul in half,
cutting a demon out of a man, erasing a magical contract between two beings with a strike or
destroying the lack of a concept of death by a mighty slash. Even immortal beings cease to be in your
presence. It has also given you a connection to strange flames of the underworld, manifesting as
powerful blue fire that you can freely summon, allowing you to attack or even teleport through the
flames, as well as the ability to control sand and the desert on a enormous scale, burying entire cities
in sandstorms. The one downside is that those you seek to kill can now sense the evening bell tolling
for them as you approach, warning them that their death is nigh and showing them a horrifying
vision of you as you prepare to strike, even if you can perfectly conceal yourself from any being. It is
a good thing though, that your prey would always see your face just as they die and carry it to the
next world with them.

All The World’s Evil And More To Come- 800
Such a disgusting thing. You truly are vile. Despicable, dark, monstrous, hateful, cruel. Evil. You are
these things, in a way no one else is. Through some truly terrible rituals and events, you have been
shaped into becoming the perfect vessel and master of that very concept. You are All The World’s
Evils. And because of your nature, maybe not just this world either.

As the incarnated form of the concept of evil for this world, you gain many abilities. The core trait of
this is the ability to transform yourself into a vile black and red mud-like substance.This black mud is
the physical form of all the sins that make up your being. It is able to drive all but the greatest of
men mad in seconds of contact and can be used to defile and corrupt other beings, turning them
into blackened versions of themselves and ensuring their loyalty to your great evil. You can rapidly
produce this mud, enough to cover the entire world in just days, and the amount and speed with
which you can produce it will grow as the amount of evil and sin in the world you are in does, as well
as each new world you go to afterwards. You can freely control this mud all around the world and
possess awareness through it, even shaping it into fleshy structures and beings or turning it into
animated shadow, such beings of flesh or shadow being immensely powerful in their own right. As
well, so long as evil and sin continues to exist as a concept in your current world, you will be unable
to die or be destroyed. Your mud will be destroyed…and then begin to reappear quite quickly. With
time, you may even learn how to draw forth your dark substance from within the hearts of those
who sin.

As your nature is that of Evil itself, you will find that you are unaffected by abilities that are purely
evil, as well as being able to effortlessly control or enhance such things when you use them for
yourself. You can reach into the hearts of those around you and manipulate any darkness that you
might find there, making it easy to tempt heroes into becoming monsters and making you all that
much stronger.



Items
All 100CP items are free for their origins and other items are discounted for associated origins.

Medjed- 25/50
A clean white coat with two blank eyes printed on the front. Some might say you’re just wearing a
bed sheet but it truly is of the finest egyptian cotton. That doesn’t exclude it from being a bed sheet?
Well, at least it looks good. No one will be able to tell who or what you are under the cloak. Unless
they look at your feet. Sadly, there wasn’t enough material to make a sheet that covered below your
mid thighs. Maybe if you squat, it’ll be the perfect disguise. Buy it twice and you’ll get enough for all
your friends too.



King

Eternal Flower- 100
A plant that grows only at the bottom of a certain river. This plant has legendary powers, said to
grant immortality and eternal youth in body and soul to whoever imbibes a concoction made of the
plant. Despite the magnificent effect, so few seem to consider this worth nearly as much as a limited
life that is lived to it’s fullest. But everyone has their own take and you now have the chance to
decide yourself, as you have a small potion container holding this immortality fluid. Drinking the
entirety of the container will revert you to the prime of your youth as well as ensure you never age
again. The cup will refill once a year.

Immortals- 200
A royal guard fit for even the greatest of kings. As you command, ten thousand immortal warriors
will rise from the ground around you to serve your whims. This legion of undead warriors, horses
and even a few giant monster elephants is eternally bound to you and your will, a sleepless legion
that requires no sustenance nor rest and yet retains all the intelligence, tactics and fighting skill of
one of the most elite fighting regiments the world has ever seen. Even should one of your ten
thousand be harmed, they will reappear only a day later to fight again in your name. The Immortals
can be summoned wholly or in part, requiring only a word from you to do so.

Temple Complex- 400
A vast complex built of at least twenty different temples meshed into a single, monstrous whole.
This ‘temple’ is more like a small city formed entirely of temples. Enormous structures, devoted to
the gods of your religions, and even a massive pyramid at the very centre of the small city. This
entire complex has been dedicated in name and magic to you, it being a mighty fortress as well as a
place of divine connection to the gods of your faith. City destroying attacks are effortlessly reflected
by the walls of the complex and powerful anti-magic wards nullify almost any magic attempting to
affect the city or those within.

The city itself grants you the power to receive and give out a wide variety of blessings and curses to
yourself as well as allies or enemies that come within the city’s limits. The most basic is that you
cannot die nor can any being closely connected to you on a spiritual or magical level so long as the
temple complex is in place. Beyond this, the blessings and curses depend on what gods have temples
in the complex, each granting a blessing or curse befitting their natures. A god of poison may allow
you to quickly kill most weaker warriors that enter your complex and give a significant penalty to any
stronger beings for example. Finally, the complex has access to a powerful magical beam attack that
shoots out from the peak of the main pyramid. Even at a base level, this beam can annihilate
modern day Tokyo and can grow even stronger should magical power from the rest of the base, or
from the owner, be directed towards this beam weapon. You may import an existing building or
fortress into this.

Nameless ‘Sword’- 600
It is called a sword for the convenience of those who cannot comprehend what it truly is. Something
that predates ‘Sword’, that predates almost all creations of man, and exists solely to bring
destruction to the World and reveal the Truth. In ancient times, a golden king would lay on this
blade the name ‘Ea’ but that is nothing more than a personal styling.



The nameless weapon in your hands has the hilt and guard of a sword but the blade far more closely
resembles a drill. Despite the drill-tip and the rounded edges, the blade remains dangerous as a
weapon. Perhaps too much so, as almost anything that comes in contact with the blade is destroyed
even when swung by a novice. Even great artefacts of the ancient times are torn through like they
were made of paper to the swing of the nameless weapon. When wished, the weapon will unleash a
burst of force and energy around itself, hitting only what the wielder wishes, and acting as if the
wielder had hit those targets many times over.

The true power of ‘Ea’ is revealed when the user pushes their own energy into the weapon and
activates it, causing the weapon to rapidly spin and gather power. This is Enuma Elish, the
overloaded activation of the weapons’ attack functions, massively magnifying the energy placed into
the weapon to create an attack that surpasses all others. The spinning of the blade creates a current
of wind and magic that when unleashed, races forward towards the target. Even with a minor
activation of this power, it will rend time, space and the reality of the World apart to leave a void
that shows the Truth beneath it. A true activation of this at full force would make for certain
annihilation of anything caught in this rent in reality, such that the only method of survival would be
to not be hit in the first place. The weapon can easily destroy smaller Worlds, pocket realities and
small dimensions, returning those within to the larger reality outside. But should enough energy be
put into the weapon, there is no true upper limit to what the weapon may destroy and it can
potentially cause a wound significant enough in a reality as to shatter the rest of it as that wound
spreads further. You may import an existing blade into this weapon option.



Holy Person

Weapon For A Holy War- 100
A relic in it’s own right, this weapon is one of the holiest artefacts of your religion. The sort of object
that millions might one day come to view as an object of worship. For now, it is a mighty weapon
created to carry out your holy orders. What form and what abilities this weapon takes on are not yet
decided until you take this and make that choice yourself. The weapon is notably powerful,
equivalent to the weapons that Saints George and Martha wielded, but won’t be doing more than
breaking a few castles on it’s own. You may import a weapon you already have into this.

Tarasque- 200
A terrible beast if there ever was one. This cruel looking creature once terrorised rivers and seas,
destroying ships and slaughtering men like a a farmer would cut through his wheat field. Some say
the beast is a child of the Biblical Leviathan. Yet the creature was defeated, slain or even tamed
depending on the tale. Maybe you were the hero that did so, given the creature waits loyally at your
side now. The Tarasque is a large dragon, easily bigger than any human ship, and can move faster
than normal humans can perceive. The creature is tough enough to walk through an army of magical
warriors without a scratch and strong enough to tear through even powerful warships with ease. It
obeys your commands loyally, though the beast is stupid and cannot comprehend more than basic
commands. Just command it to destroy and watch it spew blindingly-hot flames everywhere. As the
master of the Tarasque, you can also summon the beast to yourself or just summon parts of it, such
as making the shell of the creature appear around your body as a shield.

The Ark of the Covenant- 400
A beautifully decorated wooden box, atop which sit a pair of winged figures. This is the Ark in which
Moses laid the stones on which he carved the Ten Commandments he received from God. Somehow,
regardless of your affiliations, you have come to be considered the rightful caretaker of this Ark. The
box is heavy and unwieldy, far from something useful in combat. But touching the box without your
permission or being considered worthy of the being that first exalted the Ark remains a way to end
almost any fight. Any who trespass and touch the box will instantly be drained of all supernatural
forms of energy within them, destroying spirits in a moment and leaving most others drained and
powerless for their blasphemy. The energy is stored within the Ark, building up without limit, and
should the Ark be opened, the stored energy will be unleashed on all those surrounding that are
unworthy, even you should you not measure up to the standards of the divine being that created
this effect.

Gugulanna- 600
Greatest of Divine Beasts, the Bull of Heaven is a herald of the end for any foe that displeases you.
This pet beast that has bound itself to you is an enormous thing, standing as tall as a mountain, and
has powers beyond any but the great gods themselves. Just calling it to appear by your side can
summon natural disasters, such as eight hundred kilometer wide hurricanes and continent wide
earthquakes, and the creature itself can annihilate entire cities with a snort or shatter a kingdom
with a stomp. It has the power to control the elements of the world, bringing about massive floods
and turning the world around it to night, even call down falling stars from the sky to turn mountains
to dust. The creature could take you around the world in just minutes and fly far above the clouds if
desired. It is entirely intelligent, though the mind it has is alien to any human thought, and uses it’s
powers with cunning and forethought in any battle. It is not invincible but there is very little on this
world that could bring it to pause.



Sorceror

Magician’s Tome- 100
Magicians are ill-prepared without their tools. Not that you’d ever be found without your trusty
tome. This book is a powerful grimoire, a magical tool that not only stores a enormous variety and
depth of magical knowledge, but also a tool with which your magical power can be significantly
increased when you use it. Your grimoire is quite old and stores spells that master magicians have
created and encoded, across three or four fields of magical knowledge that you have an interest in.
It does not contain any world-changing magic but would be quite useful to any young mage wishing
to have a guide towards becoming a master. It’s notable for how efficient it is as a magic tool as well,
increasing your power by almost half again when you hold it as you cast spells, and the book has
several minor demons bound to it that will attack any but you that try to force the book to open to
them. You may import a book or casting implement into this role.

Wealthy Ally- 200
No court is complete without their residing magician, not in these early times, and no court magician
could thrive without a benefactor that favours them personally. Whether or not you have a set
position in some noble entourage, you certainly have a powerful benefactor and perhaps even
mentor looking out for you. A extremely wealthy king that adores both you and the stories that you
bring to entertain him, an ancient spirit with vast magical knowledge that has a fondness for a young
sorceror, even a minor god that views you as a charming young adherent who deserves a leg up now
and then. Whatever they are, they will prove exceptionally helpful in aiding and teaching you in their
area of focus while requiring little more than your company now and then in return. In future worlds,
you’ll meet a similar benefactor.

Temple of Solomon- 400
A place that has long been abandoned or, at least, a replica of the one currently in use. The Temple
of Solomon is perhaps the grandest magical workshop ever to be created, one so great that it does
not even exist in the mundane world. Sealed away in imaginary number space, it is only accessible to
others through highly complex and difficult magical workings, though you can enter your hidden
base with nothing but a thought provided you are not blocked by some means. The temple itself is
quite large, with the small dimension covering several city blocks of area and the building being the
size of a large mansion. Within is almost every one of Solomon’s personal notes and research on
magecraft and magic, along with a great deal of lore from other famous magicians of his time and
from later on as well. The small dimension has been connected to a replica of Solomon’s created
magical circuits which empower the framework the workshop sits on, serving to provide a immense
magical fuel source for any project you might wish to run within this space as you can freely draw on
the amount of energy the King of Magic had while alive when you are in here. Finally, death in this
realm is not permanent and it is far easier to bring back those who die when it is within this place.
For your purposes, this means that dying in this temple will not count as an end to your chain. You
may import an existing structure into this role.

Ten Rings- 600
A gift from god, one ring for each of your fingers and together, they symbolize power in fact. The Ten
Rings of Solomon that lie on your fingers now represent supremacy over magic, allowing you
immense command over the arcane. Any and all existing magecraft is under your control, allowing
you to negate, create or control it as you wish no matter who uses it. Even the greatest human
magus is powerless before you. Magical spells that are not of magecraft are still affected by your



rings however, though to a much lesser extent. You can control or negate the spells of any being
weaker than you as normal but magic users that equal you can still act, though at a greatly
weakened level. Those stronger than you will see less and less difficulty in casting magic. The Rings
are powerful artefacts but they are not without limit, at least not while their wielder is trying to fight
something so far beyond himself. Pride is indeed a sin.



Dark One

Death Bag- 100
To anyone else, this small leather bag would be a item of great wonder for all it contained within. To
you, it’s just the tools of the trade. This sack, about the size of a pumpkin, is easy to carry, weighs
very little and carries a massive variety of tools for your dark work. A seemingly limitless supply of
small black blades known as dirks, a wide variety of poisons for different uses, drugs to improve your
condition or introduce a variety of useful mental and physical states in others, tools to assist in
traversing all manner of terrain, devices to obscure your form and tracks you lead, minor charms
against spirits and the elements and even tools to extract information and pain from any targets you
might need alive. Anything in here will quickly replenish after being used, though putting more
things in this bag that contains so much already won’t have them restore themselves too.

Mountain of Death- 200
A great mountain rising up from the flat sands surrounding it. A secret place, despite it’s size, which
is now home to your own version of the Hashashin order. This dark mountain has a secret
organisation of several hundred members, each fanatically loyal to you, and all already trained in the
assassin’s arts to a basic level. They’re far from being equals to a Hashashin leader but each one
could match one of that older order’s rank and file. They could work as a personal weapon of yours,
striking at your enemies, or gather resources by selling their services. Whatever the case, you’ll find
that the mountain’s resources and the quantity and quality of your assassins here will improve as
your own assassin skills do. Adherents find themselves drawn to the mountain and those already
studying there are inspired to go ever further in pursuit of the vaunted level of skill their great leader
has reached.

Hanging Gardens of Babylon- 400
A floating fortress the likes of which has never been seen in the world and will never be seen again.
The size of a city, built to the very peak of magnificence and luxury, the Hanging Gardens are
undeniable the jewel of any empire. Covered in gardens with plants, both mundane and magical,
from across the world, the fortress is a beautiful sight as much as it is a weapon of war. Nigh
impenetrable even should the attackers be able to fly up to the city in the first place, the fortress is
equipped with an army of many tens of thousands of automated golems and homunculi that
manage the defenses, along with a wide range of powerful lasers that can burn through almost any
attacker.

The pilot and ruler of the Hanging Gardens are one and the same, as you may control the direction
of the fortress from the throne. The structure acts as a perfect territory for you as it’s ruler,
massively boosting your magical power so that even a novice mage could cast spells with power
equal to the greatest magicians of the old world. While in the structure, you will also find that all
statistics and abilities you possess receive a small but noticeable boost, that your inherent mystery is
significantly increased and that any attack against you becomes noticeably weaker. You may import
an existing building into this role.

Azrael- 600
A huge black blade, a broadsword that looks like it was made to be wielded by a man seven feet tall.
Yet, when you hold it, it does not feel any heavier than a feather. Indeed, you swing the blade as if
you were a master of the sword, regardless of your actual expertise in such matters. Almost as if the
sword wishes to be used in battle and will show you the way to do so. The first time you use this



black blade, Azrael, in battle, you’ll discover it’s power. A single cut, no matter how miniscule, brings
death. The mere presence of the blade will weaken and rot your foes but regardless of how strong,
important or resistant the enemy may be, a cut from Azrael has a chance of killing them. The greater
the cut, the higher the chance of instant death becomes. Even a mortal has a good chance to survive
should you barely nick the tip of their finger but even a true and fleshly god might be utterly
destroyed in an instant should your dark weapon pierce their heart. The blade kills truly, leaving no
chance to return for it’s victims, and will strike without regard to the presence of the physical or not.
You may import an existing weapon into this role.



Kingdom- 100CP
There are many kingdoms in these ages and kings are quite often the greatest heroes to be found in
the ancient times. Perhaps you too could join the ranks of the most legendary kings and queens of
history. If you are willing to pay the price of entry to this section, of course. 100CPmust be spent to
access this Kingdom table.

Thus, this option will allow you to become a king of your own kingdom, with the ability to customise
it with the following options. Whatever your kingdom may be, it will appear as new land in the world,
not replacing existing kingdoms.

You may freely decide things such as the governmental structure, religion, culture, history, legal
system and so on for your country, so long as no major benefit is given to your kingdom because of
these free choices. In a similar vein, you are able to customise the humans that will be present in
your kingdom, provided they remain human and do not receive any significant benefits from this.
You can choose what they look like and what sort of people they are but you cannot make them
talented or loyal or other options present in the following section or that would give them
advantages.

Every 1CP you spend on this option is equivalent to 2KP, the points used for the following options in
this kingdom section. You need only buy the tier that you wish from the following options, not all
lower tiers as well. Taking a option that gives you a bonus will prevent you from taking any other tier
in that option. The 100CP buy in to the Kingdom option does not convert to KP.

Size- Free/100/200/+50
Both the size of your nation and the population of it in terms of the human citizens. You can’t have a
kingdom without people to rule over. Starting off, your nation won’t really be that big at all. Little
more than a small state, perhaps the size of Israel. Only a few tens of thousands of people live here
but that’s a start. That’s for free. If you’re willing to spend a little more, 100KP, you can have a
proper country. You’re looking at a region the size of Egypt, with a million or so residents of the
kingdom. For 200KP, you can get a proper empire going, something about the size of the entire
Middle East, with twenty million citizens present and accounted for. For +50KP, you can reduce the
size of your kingdom to just that of a single city and the immediate surrounding area, a few dozen
kilometers across in territory at most, with only a few thousand citizens.

Loyalty- Free/50/100/150/+100
How your subjects view you, their current ruler. As the default, they don’t view you as any much
different from another king or queen of the time. You are not very popular but neither are you very
unpopular. Your own efforts could change this but you don’t have much to work with. For 50KP, you
can change this so that you become a well liked and popular ruler, with few enemies within your
own nation. If you pay 100KP instead, you’ll ascend to becoming truly beloved by your people, seen
less as a ruler and more like a messiah of the national religion. Your people would happily follow
your whims and even die for you without complaint, though enough abuse could see this love falter.
A final 150KP purchase would let you hit the limits of your citizen’s feelings towards you. You are not
a mere messiah but a god in the flesh to your people. You can make no mistake, do no wrong and
any hint that you might have done so or be less infallible than what they believe is surely the work of
some unholy spirit or enemy spy. You could walk down a street executing your citizens and they
would thank you for it. Instead of taking an option, you can receive a 100 bonus KP if you choose to



have your nation be festering with disloyalty, rebellion and political chaos. Enemies, weak and strong,
will abound for you in your nation and your population’s views on you range from you being weak
and ineffectual to being an evil tyrant that must be overthrown.

Quality- Free/100/200/+50
The health and wealth of the land of your kingdom, entailing what it has to offer you and your
people should you gather from it and cultivate it, as well as the actual wealth of your kingdom. The
basic level you have for free is that of a mostly empty land that has enough life in it to support your
kingdom and it’s people at their current population but has little protection against disasters or
disease. It’s no barren wasteland but it’s about what you’d expect from the Middle East. Your
kingdom has little in the way of finances. It is monetarily stable but has little in the way of
surplus.For 100KP, your land may instead be very healthy and abundant with both natural resources,
such as useful metals and materials, as well as flora and fauna to much more easily support your
growing nation. Crops grow wonderfully and your people will be healthy and strong in this
environment. The land is wealthy and thus so is the kingdom, which has profited from the natural
resources and made good use of expert financing to store a great deal of gold. While much more
could be made should your citizen’s have the skill to draw out the potential of the land’s materials,
you have little worry in money terms even without such things.

For 200KP, your nation is more like the Garden of Eden made large. Very large. It has become a
supernatural font of nature, where magical plants and animals become as common as mundane
versions of such. Food is plentiful and delicious, your entire nation could survive just on what grows
on the trees without needing to farm or harvest. Even magical materials are abundant here and your
nation has become extraordinarily wealthy due to the resources it has and the large numbers of
trade connections it has set up. Making a entire city out of gold would hardly be an issue and your
nation’s coffers whole a small mountain of magical items. Some might see such a jungle existing in
the some parts of the Middle East as a little strange however. For an extra 50KP, you can choose to
have your kingdom in a barren land, a true wasteland where food and life is very scarce outside of
your own people, as well as being quite poor, since your treasury rarely as anything in it. How
they’ve survived so long is a mystery and their future safety is not assured by any means.

Mystery- Free/100/200/+100
The presence, amount and quality of the magic found in your kingdom and it’s people. While all
lands in the ancient times had a great deal of such things, there are numerous countries and
kingdoms where the mystery was far greater or lesser than those lands around it. The free level of
this has your nation be ordinary in this regard. Magic is present and magicians are found in your land
but it is no different from the average country that may be your neighbour. While this does mean
you’re unlikely to find powerful monsters or capricious spirits tormenting your people, it also means
that the land and the magicians loyal to you have relatively little to offer.

For 100KP, mystery becomes much stronger in this land. The supernatural is something that all
citizens have encountered at least once, as the mystery of this land is much higher than most of the
neighbouring peers. Magic is significantly more powerful here, spirits and creatures can often be
found in abundance and people have a much easier time making use of their own magical energy.
This mystery has also conferred a certain amount of ‘importance’ on this land, ensuring that it and
it’s people will have some significant role in the story of the region it is in and the Heroes that come
from those lands.



For 200KP, you may choose to have your land gain the same mystic significance as mighty Sumer and
the great city of Uruk. The supernatural is commonplace here, often an accepted and integrated part
of the lives of the citizens. Every man, woman and child has magic in them, with the potential to use
it inborn. Even a otherwise ordinary mage could find themselves several times as powerful in this
land, especially since the very mana in the air is of a simply higher quality, by quite a vast degree.
There are many powerful creatures that make their homes in these lands and even Divine Spirits can
sometimes be encountered here. Certainly, it is far easier to work magics on the world around you in
this place. That ‘importance’ of the lower level becomes far more focused here, as your land is
assured to play a major role in the story of the entire World.

For an extra 100KP, you can have your land be entirely dead when it comes to magic and mystery.
Abandoned by the mystical, there is not a soul born in this land who holds the potential for magic
and it is devoid of any supernatural spirit of creature. A land that feels barren and desolate to any
with the senses to feel the lack of magic in the air here. It’s quite unnatural. Magic is just weaker
here.

Power- Free/100/300
The overall talent and potential of your citizens. This may be due to an unnaturally high
concentration of mystery or, if you should lack that, a strange combination of circumstances that
lead your people to be naturally better. Or not. For starters, your citizens are fairly average for the
time you find yourself in. The craftsmen produce sufficiently good work for what the kingdom needs,
the artists are nothing special and the army exists and is trained but would not stand out from any
other country. Those who could be called Heroes almost never appear from the kingdom.

For 100KP, many of your citizens will display abilities and talent well beyond the normal level of the
time you are in, producing top class mundane goods, brilliant pieces of art and even the odd magical
piece through skill alone. The army is large, well trained and experienced, with many notable
commanders. Heroes are very rare but not so much that your kingdom willt not have a handful alive
at any time.

For 300KP, your kingdom is undoubtedly fated to become one of the greatest in the world. Every
member of the kingdom is an exceptional example of humanity, at the peak of what is possible for
the common man in your time, if not often slightly beyond. The craftsmen rarely produce works
below the level of magical items, the ordinary children have the strength of full grown men and the
army could match any in the world, where every soldier seems to be on the cusp of becoming a Hero,
even if a weak one, and their forces are capable of taking on even some of the mighty monsters of
the gods. Heroes are commonplace in such a kingdom, with dozens to hundreds alive at any time,
even some truly mighty figures coming to call your nation home.

Import- 200KP
A last little option for those wanting to bring their kingdom along with them. For the cost of 200KP,
you can choose to bring your kingdom along with you to future worlds. It’ll appear in a suitable
location as new land, not replacing existing land already present. The population size will adjust to
be equivalent to the tier you bought but in relation to the average population of the world around
you. The power and mystery tiers will also adjust in similar ways, each being based on the average
for humans of the time. While each world will have different citizens present, they will retain any
modifications you deliver to the whole of your nation, as if they were related to the previous citizens
you leave in each world.



Companions
Import- 50
For every 50CP spent on this option, you may import an existing companion or create a new one.
They have an origin of their choice, the freebies and discounts of that origin and 600CP to spend.
They may purchase access to the Kingdom option, though their kingdoms are separate from any you
have yourself.

Canon- 50
For a chance to convince someone already in this world to come along on your journeys, you may
spend 50CP to extend an offer to them or at least have the chance at the end. Whoever you choose,
you’ll be assured to meet them at least a handful of times while you live in this world and hit it off
pretty well with them each time. Hopefully you can extend that. Only characters originally sourced
from the Middle Eastern area, prior to any changes you make, that this jump is based on can be
taken as canon companions through this option.



Drawbacks
You may take up to 1000CP in drawbacks from the following list.

Eternal Fate- +0
This is just one of many times you may enter this world, though rarely will you enter at the same
time. Perhaps you wish to carry over your time in another experience in this world? Taking this
option acts as a continuation option for any time you have been in Fate prior to your time here.
Changes you make to the world in those times will carry over here, provided they were made before
you entered. You will not be able to encounter yourself or change your own past from previous
jumps however and changes made in the future of where you are in this jump will obviously not be
present. Any changes carried over that would weaken or negate any of the following drawbacks, if
those drawbacks are taken, will not be carried over or will do so in a sufficiently lessened level. You
can make your time easier normally but you can’t set up to negate the drawbacks. If you kill off all
the gods and then come here and take Heavenly Judgement, they’ll appear as normal.

Sumerian Pride- +100
Such a blessed life you live! Clear to all is the fortune that rains down on you and surely none could
miss the divine favour that you are given. You were born to rule, in your mind, and the world should
bow to match those aspirations. Whether reality actually does do that or not, maybe not so certain.
You hold these arrogant and ironclad beliefs for these ten years now, believing that you are the
greatest and will become even greater in the future with little real effort, while thinking far less of all
but your closest companions in this world.

Deformed- +100
Power often comes at a price and most common of these prices is one the vain are rarely willing to
pay. In the pursuit of your goals, you were forced to horribly disfigure your own body. In exchange
for power, wealth or just to appease someone who would otherwise take your life. Your visage has
become a truly hideous sight to look at for your time here, in addition to the aches, pains and
uncomfortable movements that your twisted body now takes on. You are not hindered physically in
terms of power, agility or speed but your body will never be comfortable nor considered more than
atrociously hideous in your time here.

Wild Man- +100
It is in these times that civilisation has not spread throughout the world. There are countless wild
places, truly wild areas where man has never set foot, and it is in one of those places that you grew
up. With not a moment of contact with civilisation, you have been turned into a wild man. There is
no understanding of the language of the people here, nor of technology or civilisation from here or
elsewhere. You’re not made stupid but you do deal very poorly with the works and locales of
mankind and civilisation, though you can adjust in time. Everyone you meet however, will have a
sense that you are a wild man, a feral creature like a wolf with the intelligence of a human. It’s sure
to make them uncomfortable, unless they’re a…certain kind of man.

Heavenly Judgement- +200
The gods are petty bastards and when they see something that angers them, they have it taken care
of. For some reason, the gods of your time have become angry with you and decided to punish you.
They’ve chosen to do this by sending their pet monsters after you, starting with the lesser divine
monsters. A minotaur or a drake. But as you continue to defy their divine will, they will begin pitting



greater and greater monsters against you, even eventually some of their most powerful divine
beasts. Perhaps keeping yourself on the run instead of challenging each one directly could solve
things. The gods, should you manage to beat all the servants they send against you, will not deign to
fight you themselves, not at all because they came to fear your potential.

The Ten Plagues- +200
The God of the Bible has taken issue with your presence and laid a curse on you for your time here,
quite the class curse as well. The ten plagues that once or will rock Egypt and it’s Pharaoh to the core
are now set on you and you alone for your time here. Darkness will allay your eyes, plagues of frogs
and locusts and lice swarm you, cattle and plants you eat will rot and the rest of the ten curses will
follow suite on you. There is no method to lift the curse, other than to prove that you can suffer
through a decade of that nightmare, as even slaying the God that placed the curse on you won’t see
it lifted.

Trials of Scheherazade- +200
Like a certain cowardly story teller, you’ve been caught in a bit of a pickle by a powerful king.
Somehow, you were tricked into a contract you can’t afford to break with this king and must now
entertain him for 1001 nights in a row with your stories. Each night, you have to tell him a tale or
several that he has not heard before, that entertains him and that will convince him you deserve to
live another day. The magical contract you somehow signed is such that failing to show up to his
palace each night and to entertain him to his satisfaction will result in your death.

The Book of Jumper- +300
The works of magical madmen often come back to haunt the creator, especially when they neglect
their very much intelligent works. Through an accidental making or a purposeful creation that grew
far beyond what you thought possible, you have given rise to a magical creature on the same level as
Solomon’s Goetia, though this one appears to have a way to grow more and more powerful as time
passes. For some reason, they have come to despise you, hating you for actions you did or did not
take in the past, and they seek to end you for the sake of themselves and others. The reasons they
do this are not clear to you, though you might be able to figure out a more peaceful solution to your
evolved creation if you could find out. Failure to do so will leave only the sword as the method of
preventing your creation from ending your life.

So-Called Chosen One- +300
That great God has seen in you the potential to do great good, though whether it is for his plans or
for the world is unknown. He has decided to make you a vessel for his spirit, so that he may use you
for the greater good. Unfortunately, that greater good would end with your destruction in time. He
has managed to leave a fragment of himself within you, with which he can constantly exert his
power on influencing or outright possessing you entirely, forcing you to constantly struggle to resist
the immensely powerful spirit, well beyond most Gods. Even should he succeed here and there in
possessing you, so long as he does not manage to control you for more than a year continuously or
control you by the end of your time here, things will be safe for you.

A Child- +300 (Incompatible with All The World’s Evils)
One child in which everything can be laid at the feet of. A child who the rest of the world will use as
a scapegoat, a way for them to forgive any sins they can ever do to others, by making that child the
beginning and end of it all. The world’s peoples, man and intelligent beast alike, believe that you are
to be the receptacle of All The World’s Evils. They will seek to do every imaginable sin that they can



deliver unto you, anything short of outright murder, for they can only do that at the end of your ten
years here if you do not escape yourself. Torture, theft, rape, treachery, assault, fraud, on and on it
goes as the list of crimes and sins others wish to deliver to you will become near endless.



Ending
It’s the end of the world or just your time here. Ten years have gone and the time to make a choice
has arrived.

Do you want to Go Home to your original world?
Do you want to Stay Here in this world?
Do you want to Continue On to more adventures?



Notes
Special thanks to my NuBee, who I love and adore more than anything else in the world.


